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Discussion Guide
Background
In the coming years, there will be emerging opportunities for making better use of real-world data (RWD)
within the U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s) regulatory framework. More consistent use of RWD
sources can improve the efficiency of traditional randomized controlled trials, and there may also be
opportunities to leverage RWD and resultant real-world evidence (RWE) in support of supplemental
approval or labeling actions based on substantial evidence of effectiveness as envisioned in 21st Century
Cures and PDUFA VI.
As part of implementation efforts for this legislation, the FDA published a strategic framework to guide the
development of a new program for regulatory uses of RWD and RWE.1 This framework will help FDA and
stakeholders explore how RWD/RWE could support pre-market regulatory decisions on medical product
effectiveness, specifically evaluating whether RWE could support changes to labeling such as adding or
modifying an indication. To guide such decisions FDA will use the following key considerations:




Is the RWD fit for purpose?
Does the trial or study design used to generate RWE provide adequate scientific evidence to
answer or help answer the regulatory question of interest?
Did the conduct of the study meet FDA regulatory requirements?

As established in FDA’s framework, a fundamental component of developing RWE that can support
regulatory decisions will be an appropriate, or “fit-for-purpose,” dataset. Ensuring fitness-for-purpose will
require addressing important questions related to the underlying RWD. Regulators will need to understand
and assess the provenance of RWD that is submitted as part of an evidence package, as well as the
curation and transformation steps that were applied as data moved from inputs provided by a source, to
raw data output, to development of the analytic file and dataset used for analysis.
There are various ways to describe and track the process of moving data from inputs to a fit-for-purpose
dataset. Although a widely accepted framework does not yet exist, this workshop will discuss data curation
activities as occurring in a two-stage process (Fig 1).2 The first stage extracts raw data from different
sources and normalizes these data into databases that could be used for general research purposes,
otherwise referred to as research-ready data.
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Figure 1. The process of making a fit-for-purpose dataset.

With additional curation steps, selected data from these databases can be further developed into a fit-forpurpose dataset to answer specific study questions, which represent the second stage of data curation.
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Across both stages of curation, there are cycles of data cleaning steps (e.g., logic checks, assessments of
data missingness), data transformations (e.g., data model mapping, normalizing data values), and data
linkages (e.g., combining data from different sources). Given the incremental changes made to the data,
proper documentation of these steps will help stakeholders assess the accuracy and completeness of the
fit-for-purpose dataset.
Due to the growing diversity of source data being collected by different systems and with a variety of data
curation practices being implemented, questions remain about how the data curation steps described
above might impact the ultimate quality and validity of the RWD. This workshop, convened by the Robert J.
Margolis, MD, Center for Health Policy at Duke University under a cooperative agreement with FDA, will
gather organizational perspectives and explore potential best practices, where possible, of specific
curation steps or techniques. The workshop will provide an opportunity for data curators to come together
pre-competitively to 1) aid FDA in better understanding the types of curation characteristics that may need
to be documented to support evaluation of the data during regulatory review, and 2) further strengthen
the field of large-scale RWD development and curation.

Session I: Transforming Raw Data into Research Ready-Data
This session will cover a range of questions related to the first stage of data curation, which involves
cleaning, transforming, and linking raw data from its source into research-ready data (note that
considerations of data linkages will be addressed in Session III). Participants will share and consider
processes and approaches used to extract, normalize, and map raw data into standardized fields.
Discussion will consider the range of basic steps and transformations that stakeholders conduct and how
these might apply to different data sources (e.g., lab data, unstructured and structured clinical data, and
claims data). As part of the discussion, participants will also consider what validation checks are typically
used to evaluate data completeness.
Key Discussion Questions:






What steps, processes, and technologies are being used for data extraction?
o What is the experience with automating (e.g., optical character recognition or natural
language processing) data extraction processes versus manual practices?
o How do organizations ensure they are extracting the most recent data from various data
sources and how might data access policies play a role in this?
What are the practices for normalizing raw data into standardized fields using a common data
model?
o What approaches are currently being used for data model mapping to curate research ready
data?
o What are the advantages/disadvantages to mapping raw data into more meaningful clinical
concepts at this stage?
o How might the stage at which data are mapped to clinical concepts within a common data
model impact the use of these data for regulatory decision making?
What are the key considerations for data quality in first stage curation?
o What biases might be introduced as part of the data extraction and normalization process, and
what steps can be taken to mitigate these biases?
o What are the key considerations to assess data completeness, and validating whether
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requested data values were extracted and mapped to the correct fields?
How are organizations determining when data are missing? What are the underlying reasons
for data missingness?

Session II: Study Specific Data Curation to Establish a Fit-for-Purpose Dataset
While research-ready data can support some analyses, with additional curation steps these data can be
extracted and transformed into a study-specific dataset that contains the cohort(s) of interest. This second
stage of data curation may include additional validation checks beyond data completeness including
reconciling conflicting data values (e.g. different values for the same patient recorded on the same day),
ensuring values fit within prespecified minimums and maximums, and implementing strategies to address
data missingness in order to create a fit-for-purpose dataset. Discussion in this session will consider
approaches used to evaluate whether the data are fit-for-purpose, in combination with appropriate study
designs and methods, to generate RWE that provides adequate scientific evidence to answer or help
answer the regulatory question of interest.
Key Discussion Questions:


What additional, study specific data curation steps are being performed to develop a fit-forpurpose dataset from research ready data?
o How are these steps and transformations different from stage 1 curation processes?
o What techniques are organizations using to clean and reconcile inaccurate or implausible
data values to develop the fit-for-purpose dataset?
o Can proxy variables or data coding techniques be used to fill potential gaps in data
completeness to establish the fit-for-purpose dataset?
o Are there any parameters or protocols that need to be prespecified to prevent biases from
being introduced into the fit-for-purpose dataset (e.g. potential challenges with data
variance)?
o How are organizations validating that appropriate data points are being captured to answer
the study specific question of interest?

Session III: Linking Multiple Data Sources
This session will consider key linkage considerations for curating data. Specifically, this session will consider
the techniques and criteria used to link structured data from claims, EHRs, and non-structured data. This
could include key practices and performance measures developed for linking data sources and validating
the linking process, as well as strategies aimed at improving common understanding of data terms,
concepts, and vocabularies across data sources.
Key Discussion Questions:


What are the opportunities and challenges of different data linkage methods (pooling versus
patient-level linkages)?
o Are there potential best practices for combining structured data with unstructured data to
create a fit-for-purpose dataset? What are the opportunities and challenges with using NLP
and machine learning algorithms?
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What are the best practices for patient matching during the linkage process?
o How can hashing techniques be used to improve the efficiency of patient matching?
o What levels of confidence are needed for patient matching in research-ready data versus a fitfor-purpose dataset?
o How could patient level linkages be validated to ensure correctness (e.g., is the right
information linked to the right person across the data sources used)?
o How can protected health information be maintained?
How does the process of data linkage affect data quality? Are there any dimensions of quality (e.g.,
characteristics of represented populations) that should be reevaluated in the linked data?

Session IV: Submitting Data Documentation for Traceability and Auditing
As part of regulatory review, it will be important for regulators to understand the quality and
characteristics of the data being analyzed and potentially submitted as part of an evidence package.
Understanding the provenance of data elements is one key aspect of assessing data quality, and this
session will explore how organizations are tracking and documenting provenance as well as other key data
quality considerations.
Key Discussion Questions:




What needs to be documented in Stage 1 compared to Stage 2 data curation?
o Are there documentation needs specific to each stage of data curation?
o Do standard documentation, auditing processes, and validation requirements exist for tracing
data provenance? Where are the gaps?
o Are there any privacy laws and regulations that might impact assessment of provenance?
o What are the most effective technical practices for preserving original values (and medical
note changes) for the purpose of provenance?
What are the potential considerations for assessing data documentation?
o How could documentation for data curation build on key priorities identified in FDA’s RWE
Program to assess data standards and implementation strategies for using RWD and RWE?
o What would a standard format look like for a fit-for-purpose dataset submitted as part of an
evidence package to FDA? Could submission requirements include HL7’s FHIR standard, or
standards developed under the Clinical Data Interchange Standards Consortium?
o What are common features of highly curated research-ready data that could support more
efficient adjudication of a fit-for-purpose dataset?

Funding for this conference was made possible in part by a cooperative agreement from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration Center for Drug
Evaluation and Research. The views expressed in written conference materials or publications and by speakers and moderators do not necessarily
reflect the official policies of the Department of Health and Human Services nor does mention of trade names, commercial practices, or
organizations imply endorsements by the U.S. Government.
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